Introduction to the Problem

Class-G harmonic generators utilizing the conventional
j

full sine wave drive are found unpractical for generating
harmonics higher than the 5th order.
Terman1 as early as 1938,

This was explained by

The reason for this limitation was

that the generation of higher order harmonics necessitated
smaller angle

Bp

of the plate-current flow.

And that, the

driving power required by these generators increased rapidly
as

became smaller.

With the 5th order harmonic operation

the driving power tended to exceed the output power '

Because

of this and limitations of maximum grid bias, frequency multi
plication higher than the 4th or the 5th order, with a single
multiplier stage, was found impracticable and usually not
attempted.
Pulse drive method introduced by the author

2

(Patel,

1962), however, does not suffer from the above disadvantages.
This is because, the harmonic generator then requires a gridbias only slightly greater than the cut-off.

In contrast with

the case of the full sine wave drive, this bias remains the
same for any desired angle

Bp

of the plate-current flow.

As a result, the driving power required for generating a parti
cular harmonic is small ‘and remains the same for all values of

Bp

•

With pulse drive, the generation of harmonics higher

than the 5th order is thus practical.

2.

The improvement made possible in the multiplier
by pulse drive is by no means small.

Here, the problem of

generating short drive pulse gets shifted to a cireuit external
to the grid circuit of the multiplier.

Thus, in effect, it

makes practical generation of the harmonics of any order unless
the generation is otherwise restricted by the multiplier tube
and its associated circuits.
The present work is devoted to the rigorous analysis
of the operation of the harmonic generators using pulse drive.
To realise the full potentialities of these generators in high
frequency communications, their operations as loth order
frequency multipliers have specially been explored at 2, 20 and
100 Mc/s frequencies.
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